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Abstract
Depression in older adults is often associated with various phys-
ical conditions and is hence different from depression at a
younger age. Ageing may come with cognitive decline, med-
ication use, and frailty, which are known to be predictors of
late-life depression. One common symptom of depression is
psychomotor retardation, that may also affect speech produc-
tion. Most speech studies on depression so far have focused on
younger or middle-aged adults. In this study, we used speech
data from a large longitudinal Dutch study on late-life depres-
sion and its comorbid symptoms to compare speech acoustics
in persons with depression (PWD) and controls. We investi-
gated whether groups differed by taking several covariates into
account (e.g., frailty, slowness, and medication use). Group dif-
ferences were found in within-vowel F2 range, speech rate and
mean pause duration. These data indicate that speech acous-
tics can be used to differentiate PWDs and controls, even with
low-quality speech data.
Index Terms: late life depression, speech characteristics

1. Introduction
According to the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study, men-
tal disorders are a significant burden globally, with depression
being a major component [1]. Depression can occur at different
stages in life, however, depressive symptoms become more fre-
quent in later life and seem to increase with ageing [2]. The high
prevalence and severity in combination with the ageing popula-
tion make research on depression in the older adults relevant [3].
The ageing population will require more resources from society
in terms of money, time, and manpower for mental health care
for older people.

Depression in older adults is different from depression at a
younger age, as depression in older adults is often associated
with other physical conditions. Changes in the brain, such as
dementia and the use of various medications, play a greater role
in later life. This makes depression in older people a complex
issue and difficult to diagnose. In addition, the diagnosis of de-
pression is still largely based on the subjective judgment of a
psychiatrist. A more objective measure for diagnosing depres-
sion is desirable.

Such a measure of depression could be based on speech
features. Studies have indeed identified acoustic characteris-
tics that are indicative of the presence or severity of depres-
sion, e.g., [4, 5]. However, studies on the impact of depres-
sion on speech often focus on (young) adults and not specifi-
cally on older adults [6]. It is known that psychomotor retar-
dation (PMR) is a major symptom of depression that also af-
fects speech production [7]. PMR includes cognitive and motor
symptoms that are more prominent in older people with a de-

pression. It is represented in various motor productions, such as
speech [7, 8]. The role of these age-related characteristics (in-
cluding co-morbid conditions), is often overlooked when study-
ing the relation between speech characteristics and depression,
which could be partly due to the availability of (speech) data.

Finding available speech data that allows for a study into
the relation between late-life depression and speech character-
istics while taking age-related covariates into account is chal-
lenging. In this study, we used the NESDO database: a large
longitudinal Dutch study on late-life depression and its comor-
bid symptoms [3]. More than 500 older adults aged 60–93 years
with and without depression were followed for a period of six
years. Participants were assessed using questionnaires, inter-
views, medical exams, and cognitive tests as part of a fixed pro-
tocol. Many of these sessions were audio-recorded with a single
channel device. Since speech analysis was not the purpose of
recording, the audio quality however is relatively low, there are
no timestamped transcriptions available, and there is no specific
speech sample designed for speech analysis that we can use.

Our study contributes to a gap in depressive speech research
by focusing on depression in older adults while taking partici-
pant characteristics (such as age-related and PMR-related vari-
ables, and information about smoking and medication use) into
account. We re-purposed existing audio recordings initially not
processed or made for speech analyses aims, and applied (lin-
ear mixed) regression modelling to investigate the effect of de-
pression and several person-characteristic variables on certain
speech acoustics.

2. Related work
2.1. Speech indicators of depression

Numerous studies have shown that there are significant relations
between depression and acoustic characteristics in speech, and
that it is possible to detect depression from speech automati-
cally. Readers interested in extensive reviews of the literature
are referred to [5, 4, 7]. Here, we give a brief summary of the
observed relations that are most relevant for the current work.

Depression appears to be associated with higher jitter and
shimmer values [4, 10, 11, 9], indicating lower quality voices
that are perceived as more breathy or hoarse. This is in concor-
dance with findings of lower harmonics-to-noise ratios (HNRs)
in depressive speech [10], possibly caused by PMR. For for-
mants, the findings are less conclusive: F1 and F2 (averages
and ranges) either increases or decreases with severity of de-
pression [5]. It is possible that the articulatory effort associated
with the formants is affected in different ways by PMR or med-
ication causing these mixed results. On the contrary, reduced
variability in F0, associated with monotonousness, has been
found rather consistently in various studies, e.g., [5, 13, 14],
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Table 1: Speech indicators of depression with arrows indicating
the direction of the found effect for PWD. Checkmarks indicate
whether the current study includes the feature for S(troop) or
I(nterview) data.

Previous work Used
Effect S I

voice
quality

jitter ▲ [4, 9, 10, 11] ✓
shimmer ▲ [4, 10, 11] ✓
HNR ▼ [10] ✓
spectral tilt ▼ [11, 12]

formants

mean F1 ▼ [13, 4] ✓
mean F2 ▼ [13] ▲ [4] ✓
range F1 ▲ [12, 4] ✓
range F2 ▼ [12, 13] ✓

prosody

mean F0 ▼ [12] ▲ [10] ✓ ✓
stand. dev. F0 ▼ [14, 15, 13,

12, 10, 5]
✓

mean intensity ▼ [16]
range intensity ▼ [16]
mean pause dura-
tion

▲ [16, 17, 18,
19, 20]

✓

pause ratio ▲ [17, 18, 19] ✓
speech rate ▼ [15, 18, 20] ✓

interaction gap duration ▲ [20] ✓
utterance duration ▲ [21, 22, 17,

18]

as well as reduced intensity levels and speech rate. However,
for mean F0, findings have been inconsistent. Group differ-
ences have also been reported in pausing behaviours: people
with depression produce more and longer pauses. These dif-
ferences in speech rate and pausing behaviour are most likely
caused by slowness in cognitive and motor aspects of spoken
language. Finally, utterance and gap length have been reported
to be larger in people with depression. A concise overview of
acoustic features affected by depression is given in Table 1.

In many of the studies discussed, confounding variables
such as sex, age, native language are controlled for [4]. How-
ever, medication that is known to affect speech characteristics is
less controlled for [4]. In some studies, subjects who use med-
ication are excluded [13, 4], while in other studies, no differ-
ences were found between medicated and nonmedicated partic-
ipants [23, 24]. Since the effects of medication on speech char-
acteristics in depression are not conclusive, it is recommended
to include this variable in the analysis, see Section 4.

2.2. Late life depression

Late life depression differs from depression in younger adults,
and affects speech characteristics differently. Ageing affects
speech production, particularly vocal quality, speech rate and
pausing, and articulatory precision. Moreover, older adults with
depression experience more frequent comorbid physical and/or
cognitive symptoms which may impact speech production. Psy-
chomotor and cognitive slowing and a decreased gait speed are
more prominent in older adults [25]. Frailty, which is associated
with ageing, can also lead to a poorer prognosis when combined
with depression [26]. Frailty reflects a decline in the functional
and physiological reserves of various bodily processes, making
individuals with frailty at risk of negative health effects even

with mild stressors [27]. Motor symptoms such as slowness
and weakness may manifest as a result of frailty [28].

Psychomotor retardation (PMR) is an important character-
istic of depression (American Psychiatric Association, 2013)
and is defined by motor, cognitive, and verbal symptoms [29, 7].
PMR is not unique to depression and can also occur in neu-
ropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and Parkinson’s
disease, and includes symptoms such as cognitive and motor
slowing. PMR in depression can be observed in speech, facial
expressions, body posture, self-touching, eye movements, and
speed and presence of movements [7, 8].

Late life depression is a clinically complex illness interact-
ing with variables involved in the (normal) ageing process that
can affect speech production. PMR is an important feature in
(late life) depression, and can be characterized by neuromotor
and cognitive slowness [23, 30]. Slowness is also a symptom
of frailty [28]. Frailty in turn is related to PMR and is highly
comorbid in adults with late life depression [31]. The clini-
cal complexity of late life depression introduced by interactions
among these symptoms such as slowness and frailty ask for an
elaborate analysis that takes these factors into account.

3. Data
3.1. Participants

We randomly included 19 participants from the NESDO
database, of which 9 belonged to the experimental group PWD
(=people with depression) and 10 belonged to the healthy con-
trol group CG. Inclusion criteria for PWD were a primary di-
agnosis of a major depressive disorder, dysthymia (persistent
depressive disorder), minor depression or adjustment disorder
with depressed mood. Excluded were people with an (expected)
diagnosis of schizophrenia, dementia, addiction problems or
bipolar disorder, and people with severe cognitive problems
(Mini-Mental State Examination score lower than 18). Peo-
ple in the control group CG do not have a (prior) diagnosis of
depression or dementia. As will be explained in Section 3.3,
we will carry out acoustic measurements on segmental and
suprasegmental levels that ask for different types of speech ma-
terials. From the whole recording, we selected the verbal Stroop
test [32] and part of the interview about demographic informa-
tion. Since in some of the participant recordings these selected
speech materials are missing, the participant groups for both
types of speech materials are not exactly the same but overlap
largely. The overlap is 17 participants (9 controls and 6 persons
with depression) whose data are available for the Stroop materi-
als as well as for the interview. Demographics and participant-
related information for both participant groups are shown in Ta-
ble 2.

3.2. Procedure

The participants participated in a longitudinal study into late-
life depression in the Netherlands, NESDO [3]. In this study,
researchers followed the participants for 6 years long and as-
sessed and interviewed them at 3 different moments in time:
the first assessment was the baseline assessment, the second
and third assessments took place 2 and 6 years after the base-
line assessment respectively. We used the third assessments
which were recorded on digital recording devices. Interviewers
were instructed to put the microphone and the digital recorder
in between themselves and the participants. The same recording
equipment was used throughout, but room acoustics could not
be kept constant. Each assessment followed a strict experimen-
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Table 2: Demographic and other participant-related informa-
tion (numbers in brackets are standard deviations). Numbers
are counts unless indicated otherwise.

Stroop Interview
PWD CG PWD CG

Group 9 10 8 9
Sex F/M 5/4 5/5 6/2 4/5
Age (yrs) 73.4

(7.0)
77.9
(7.3)

71.6
(4.5)

77.3
(7.5)

Smoking yes/no 2/7 0/10 1/7 0/9
Medication yes/no 6/3 1/9 5/3 1/8
MMSE
(score)

28.0
(2.2)

28.2
(1.9)

28.0
(2.5)

28.4
(1.8)

Slowness yes/no 5/4 4/6 3/5 4/5
Frailty yes/no 3/6 0/10 2/6 0/9

tal protocol that consisted of blood sampling, interviews about
the participant’s medication use and demographics, the Stroop
test [32], MMSE (Mini Mental State Examination), and read-
ing aloud sequences of numbers among others. As our speech
samples, we selected the Stroop test and the interview about
demographics. Participants included in the NESDO database
all gave written consent at the start of the baseline assessment
but additional consent was requested from the NESDO database
for specific use of the audio files (as our goal was not part of the
primary goals of the database).

3.3. Selected material

For each participant, 40 vowels from the colour words in
the verbal Stroop test (balanced over congruency conditions
and colours) were manually extracted (/o:,u,e:,Au/ in “rood”,
“groen”, “geel”, and “blauw”). T-tests showed no significant
differences between CG and PWD with respect to MMSE and
the Interference Stroop scores. In addition, for each partici-
pant, speech samples without crosstalk or any other hampering
noise conditions of at least 6.5 seconds long were selected from
the demographic interview to study suprasegmental and inter-
actionals characteristics. To facilitate this process and to iden-
tify speech segments, we used automatic speech recognition1 to
transcribe the audio recordings.

4. Method
4.1. Acoustic features

Following previous work (Section 2), we selected voice quality,
formants, prosody and interaction-related features, see Table 1.
We did not select intensity however since the distance between
microphone and participant was not well controlled for. The
acoustic features were extracted using a Praat script [33]. Jitter,
shimmer and HNR (harmonics-to-noise ratio) were extracted
over the extracted vowels, as well as mean F0, F1 and F2,
and (within-vowel) range (defined as the difference between the
95th percentile and 5th percentile values) of F1 and F2. In the
interview recordings, mean and standard deviation of F0 were
measured, as well as mean pause duration and ratio (defined as
the duration of pauses divided by the duration of speech), re-
sponse RT (defined as the gap duration between the question
and answer given by the participant), and speech rate (number

1https://webservices.cls.ru.nl/asr_nl

of syllables/second, manually determined).

4.2. Covariates

As explained in Section 2, late life depression is clinically com-
plex and associated with several interconnected (comorbid) fac-
tors. Hence, as factors related to PMR, we include the MMSE
score [34], slowness (assessed through a walking test, where
slowness was considered to be present if walking speed corre-
sponded to the lowest quintile of stratified gender and height
groups) and observed frailty (considered to be present if partic-
ipants presented with ≥3 out of the following 5 criteria: weight
loss, weakness, slowness, exhaustion, and low physical activity
level) as covariates. The use of medication, i.e., antidepres-
sants, antipsychotics and/or benzodiazepine, is included as well
(coded as yes/no). Finally, sex, age, and smoking are consid-
ered, see Table 2 for all covariates included.

4.3. Analysis

All acoustic features (derived from the Stroop data and from
the interview data) were analysed in two steps. In step 1 we
fitted simple models (separate models for each acoustic feature)
to investigate whether groups (PWD, CG) differed (without in-
clusion of covariates). For each of the acoustic features based
on the Stroop experiment, there were repeated measurements
of four different colour words expressed several times. Step 1
statistical models for the Stroop acoustic features were there-
fore linear mixed-effect regression (lmer) models testing for a
fixed effect of Group on the acoustic feature at hand, including
a random participant intercept, and a random colour word in-
tercept. For the acoustic measures derived on the basis of the
interview, all acoustic measurements (cf. Table 3) were aver-
aged data (yielding only one observation per participant). Step
1 statistical models for the interview data were therefore simple
linear regression (lm) models, testing for a Group effect on the
acoustic feature at hand, without any random effect structure.

In step 2, we fitted more elaborate models to investigate
whether groups differed in specific acoustic features, taking
multiple personal characteristics into account. More specifi-
cally, we set up models to test for group differences (PWD, CG)
in speech acoustics, taking the following seven covariates into
account (cf. Table 2): age, gender, cognition (MMSE score),
frailty (yes/no), smoking (yes/no), use of psychotropic medi-
cation (yes/no), and slowness symptoms (yes/no). Sum coding
was used for all binary variables. Ratio variables were centred.
Again, as the acoustic feature data derived from the Stroop ex-
periment represented 40 observations per participant, step 2 sta-
tistical models for Stroop acoustic features were lmer models,
in which we tested for a fixed effect of Group, as well as of
the seven covariates on the acoustic feature at hand, including
a random participant and a random colour word intercept. Step
2 statistical models for the interview data were linear models,
testing for a Group effect on the acoustic feature at hand, next
to any potential effects of the seven covariates. All step 2 start-
ing models thus had Group and the seven covariates in the fixed
structure. These starting models were simplified by step-wise
backstripping to arrive at the most parsimonious models, taking
out insignificant effects one by one, always starting from the
effect with the lowest t-value in the previous model.

5. Results
Descriptive data for the acoustic features and step 1 analysis re-
sults are provided in Table 3. As can be seen in Table 3, the Step
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1 analyses showed no group differences between PWD and CG
in any of the acoustic features, except for speech rate. Speech
rate of the controls during the interviews was faster than that of
the PWD (β = 1.034, SE = 0.465, t = 2.222, p < 0.05).

Table 3: Descriptive statistics (group means and SDs) for the
acoustic features based on the Stroop recordings and interview
recordings. T-values testing for Group differences in Step 1
models are also provided in the right-most column (bold print
denotes significance level of p < 0.05.)

PWD CG Group
difference
t-value

Stroop recordings
Jitter (%) 0.007

(0.005)
0.006
(0.005)

-0.798

Shimmer (%) 0.171
(0.064)

0.158
(0.058)

-1.432

HNR 10.656
(4.050)

12.569
(4.229)

1.941

Mean F1 441.434
(73.594)

459.108
(88.894)

0.975

Mean F2 1252.820
(463.969)

1298.262
(472.113)

0.771

F1 range 124.952
(122.889)

157.749
(140.882)

1.593

F2 range 399.046
(463.459)

545.142
(545.364)

1.558

Mean F0 166.102
(58.726)

180.770
(46.702)

0.787

Interview recordings
Mean F0 (Hz) 217.162

(51.629)
182.140
(35.078)

-1.653

SD F0 (Hz) 107.385
(44.232)

79.428
(33.416)

-1.481

Mean pause
duration (s)

0.721
(0.352)

0.551
(0.444)

-0.869

Speech rate
(syll/s)

3.530
(0.651)

4.563
(1.161)

2.222

Response RT
(s)

0.370
(0.233)

0.651
(0.447)

1.646

Below, we will only report step 2 models for acoustic fea-
tures that included group differences. That is, models that only
showed effects of covariates (like e.g., age, gender, or cognitive
status) in the absence of group differences will not be reported
on here. Whenever group differences were observed, we also
verified that these were not due to inclusion of outlier values.

For the acoustic features derived from the Stroop record-
ings, only F2 range showed a significant group effect, as well
as an effect of medication. More specifically, F2 range within
colour-word vowels was larger for control participants (CG)
than for PWD (β = 289, SE = 100, t = 2.877, p < 0.05), and par-
ticipants using medication showed larger F2 range than those
not using medication (β = -255, SE = 104, t = -2.456, p < 0.05).
Similar effects of group and medication use were observed for
within-vowel F1 range, but these were less stable. For the
interview-based acoustic features, step 2 analyses showed group
differences in mean pause duration and speech rate. The most
parsimonious model for mean pause duration showed that con-
trols had shorter mean pause durations than PWD (β = -0.416,

SE = 0.163, t = -2.556, p < 0.05), and that, unexpectedly, those
with higher cognitive scores had longer pause durations (β =
0.103, SE = 0.042, t = 2.458, p < 0.05). The pause duration
model also showed an effect of sex, such that male participants
had longer pauses than female (β = 0.654, SE = 0.184, t = 3.561,
p < 0.01). The most parsimonious model for speech rate in-
cluded effects of group and of sex: controls had higher speech
rates than PWD (β = 1.329, SE = 0.438, t = 3.036, p < 0.01), and
male participants had slower rates than females (β = -0.967, SE
= 0.444, t = -2.177, p < 0.05).

6. Discussion
This study was set up to investigate speech acoustics in older
PWD, as compared to controls. We aimed to investigate acous-
tic features associated with depression in relation to other (co-
morbid) characteristics, such as symptoms of psychomotor re-
tardation. The results found are largely in line with results found
in previous work. When no covariates are added, only speech
rate is affected by Group: PWD speak more slowly than CG
(also found in [15, 18, 20]). When covariates are added, Group
and medication show a significant effect on F2 range (in line
with [12, 13]. For mean pause duration, in accordance with
previous research [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], we also find that con-
trols have shorter mean pause durations than PWD. However,
we also found that those with higher cognitive scores (MMSE)
have longer pause duration, which is unexpected and cannot be
explained at the moment. Finally, speech rate was found to be
higher for controls than PWD (in line with [15, 18, 20]).

An additional aim was to assess whether the NESDO
speech materials that had been recorded as part of an existing
protocol not aimed at speech analysis could actually be used for
speech analysis after all. Given the results, we were sufficiently
able to re-use a small portion of the available data for a differ-
ent purpose. Relatively large manual effort was needed for this
re-purposing process, so future research should look into how
this process can be scaled up, since one of the limitations of this
study is its small sample size.

7. Conclusion
Late-life depression is assocated with various physical and cog-
nitive conditions that can affect speech acoustics, hence, these
conditions should be taken into account. When adding age, gen-
der, smoking, medication, frailty, slowness and MMSE as co-
variates in our analyses, we found significant group differences
(PWD vs. CG) in F2 range within-vowel, speech rate, and mean
pause duration. More specifically, participants using medica-
tion showed larger F2 range, and participants with higher cog-
nitive scores had longer mean pause durations. Slowness and
frailty specifically (covariates related to PMR) did not seem
to affect acoustic features: not as variables in their own right,
nor was it the case that their inclusion brought up group dif-
ferences. When this demographic and other participant-related
information was not added, only speech rate showed group dif-
ferences. Hence, it is important to take these covariates into
account when this information is available in order to obtain a
more complete understanding of how late-life depression is as-
sociated with speech characteristics.
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